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The idea for Lacuna came from exactly what the word means: a void, a gap. There 
is a noticeable absense of  a space for young women of  colour to express themselves 
through words. In an age where text can’t be read without a photograph, illustra-
tion or a meme accompanying it, the idea that words are worthy enough to stand 
alone, needed to be revived. And this first issue has done that hope justice. 

With safe spaces often being challenged and debated about, the responses of  our 
talented writers to the creation of  Lacuna feel most apt: “I didn’t know how much 
I needed this space.” or “If  this niche wasn’t created I wouldn’t submit my writ-
ing!” or even just a simple “Thank you!” These are comments that illuminate the 
importance of  having a platform that does not aim to further divide but to amplify 
the experiences, thoughts and stories that are too often glossed over. 

Our theme for the first issue ties in with these considerations. Of  history calling us 
from a forgotten void; to listen to what we may learn from the past, from poems 
about dual identities to short stories about nation-states and how the birth of  these 
political entities can lead to violence, death. The work that the Lacuna writers have 
submitted is a testament to how listening to the voices in the back of  the room gives 
us the perspective that we never considered or even knew existed.

Most of  the writers have never had their work published; most of  them wouldn’t 
call themselves writers. Lacuna has already achieved its biggest aim; it has given 
these young women the legitimacy they deserve. We will respect the authenticity of  
their art and give it our full attention. We will finally praise the written word and 
the multiplicities of  those who have finally filled this gap.

Alma Simba 

EDITOR’S NOTE
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I’m touching memories with dirty fingertips. I’ve smudged the surface grey. Im-
ages are hazy and blurry... I could cry. Inside my head, I can feel the corners like 
sharp knives, pointy nails digging into my brain, bleeding, bleeding green and white 
blood, bleeding red and white blood. Nations and states. Countries, a plane apart. I 
sold my soul to enter your pearly gates. I do not know who I am, or where I stand. 
What do you see when you look at me? What do you hear in the sound of  my voice? 
Some words betray me... Some words I have to practice, play with the beginnings 
and the ends, the accents, till I am covered in accuracy. True citizen. Green pass-
port. Fake citizen.

I am four and the rain feels like drawing pins falling from the sky. The earth is wet 
and covered in footprints. Sometimes they walk barefoot. Sometimes they wear 
sandals. Sometimes they wear boots. I am small, and I am wearing a dress— pink, 
yellow, blue… memories are fractured and unreliable. I remember the rain. A man 
picks me up, big arms wrapped around my waist. He is wearing black leather and 
standing next to a motorcycle. We drive off. I remember the rain. 

There is a picture of  my sister holding my hand. I have no hair and she has a head 
full of  hair. She looks like an angel. I look like a little boy. There is another photo of  
us, I am smiling, and she is frowning. My aunt likes to laugh about how much my 
sister cried as a baby. She cried a lot as we grew up. It hurt to hear her cry. It felt 
like a phantom pain squeezing at my insides, my sister— an imaginary extension of  
my limbs. There is a year between us, but that meant nothing in strange places. We 
moved to England, and she became my twin. Without her I felt like a shadow, un-
able to hold on tight enough to world around me. Without her I was scared, without 
her I lost my voice. We would pretend we were twins, so people wouldn’t separate 
us. She was ready to pull apart before I was, and one Sunday school, I found myself  
in a different class. 

I look like my father. When I wear my glasses, people say I look like my mother. I 
say I look like my father. My sister was born in London and I was born in Lagos. 
My sister has skin that looks golden, I am darker than her, sometimes I feel invisible 
and I fall into her shadow. I used to run from the sun, black skin, dark skin, big full 
lips and wide hips, stained swollen flesh.

IMAGINED HISTORY 
Short story by Oyinda Yemi-Omowumi
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I wear Yoruba in my name, in the way I swallow it, in the way it tastes… it is sweet, 
it is sticky, it is treacle. Oyin is honey and it burns with the sting of  a bee… my 
mother breathed an existence into me when she whispered my name to the world 
and into my ear. I wear my British in the way my name drips and leaks out of  my 
mouth, in the way I stumble, tentatively and unsure, around its vowel sounds. The 
same way that you question my British, I question my British.

When my mother was in London giving birth to my sister, my father tells me how 
he would take me to work with him in the evenings, to a grand space with grand 
staircases. He tells me how I would run around and around and around, how I 
would run to him, small arms clinging to his legs. I wish I was closer to my parents. 

I learnt to read by candlelight. An older boy. His name exists outside the memory, 
too far away for me to grasp and to touch. I remember a picture book, his hands 
following the sentences, my eyes following his hands. I learnt to read by reciting the 
words until they were ingrained in my brain, but when I moved to London I learnt 
that my pronunciations were funny. I had to relearn the sounds of  words, I had to 
mimic and mime till my voice was a surprise to strangers passing by. I had to burn 
my accent, but sometimes the ashes slip out, because there are words and foods that 
sound wrong in a foreign language. 

I am running from my beginning. I am trying to shed the dead skin but it is so sticky 
and so tight, it feels like I’m suffocating under a history my mother has carved out 
for me in the corners of  my brain. In your country, the past was like this, do not for-
get; the past was like this, it has black tentacles, the past was like this, it is a cage, the 
past was like this. Different place but we are the same black faces, do not forget. I 
worry sometimes that I am mismatched pieces of  one voice and another voice, and 
these eyes and bittersweet memories, and those desires and that future. I’m falling 
apart because I don’t know where I go from this. I don’t have the time to search. 
Instead I want to rub it all out. I want God to take that thumb and wipe the smudge 
away. Draw a new dot somewhere on the map. I want to start again and rewrite it 
all. I want to be in control of  my beginning. How futile. 
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Not blood, but tears run through these veins of  mine –
Their salty burden weigh down my limbs
But rush to escape, be known, find peace,
As they have done for many generations.
 
My Dadi’s clear green eyes behold the world
Through tears like veils of  transparent nostalgia.
But, scolded for ingratitude, her veil
Is pierced and, overwhelmed by shame, she cries
“I weep without just cause, Ya Rabb, forgive me.”
 
Baba’s tears well up beneath his smile
And, pressurized, evaporate as steam.
His face remains unmoved, as though he must
Maintain composure, or else risk being thought
Unfit to raise his kids as strong and independent.
 
I bleed my tears in ink, on pages stained
By turbulence, my pen and pillow my
Only confidantes. Emotion makes one
Vulnerable, and so it must be kept hidden,
The way it has been done for generations.
 
I pray I give my child such strength, she cries
This dense inheritance with pride;
That she may find her tears a source of  strength
For helping those around her.
And may it stay that way for generations.

INHERITANCE
Poem by Maysun Nawaz
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When she was a little girl writing stories all the women in her tales were beautiful. 
‘Breath-taking’ was her favoured adjective. Her protagonists were breathtakingly 
beautiful, with skin the colour of  gold and eyes the colour of  honey. Amidst the cha-
os of  meandering plotlines, neglected grammar and inconsistent narrative voice, 
this was the one constant. 

She stopped writing stories as she grew older. Stories were for children, and she was 
not a child. Well. She looked like a woman, although she didn’t feel like one. She 
held her body self-consciously, like an instrument in an orchestra, constantly aware 
of  the gazes of  others. When she was younger her body had been her own. She 
could identify the marks on her legs like constellations in a sky or a join the dots of  
memories— here was a scar from where she fell during a vicious game of  year six 
handball. 

She was not quite sure at which point her legs ceased to be her own. Perhaps when 
she was thirteen, and men would take pictures of  them in the street. Or when she 
was seventeen, and she had her first boyfriend. He treated her body as though it 
were a bundle of  warm clothes requiring ironing. She was something to be done, 
and quickly, before the accomplishment of  more important things. 

She was fond of  few women. She regarded most with cool indifference, as saccha-
rine pastries on a plate that she would rather not try. Memories of  their unkindness 
stuck in her lungs like poorly inhaled smoke and she wanted to cower and hide. A 
room of  men promised a respite from cold eyes sharpened with black lashes, and 
she felt relief. So she became used to practicing her sexuality, as though she were 
a play intended for a wholly male audience. At home she would look in the mirror 
and manipulate her body like scenery on a stage set. She remembered her lines 
easily; she always knew what she was supposed to say and how. Look up, eyes wide, 
lips soft; it worked with predictable ease. 

As she grew older she often met men who thought her a very sweet thing. She made 
their cocaine hearts beat faster, faster, faster with desire. One man thought her so 
beautiful that he wanted to lock her in a cupboard at night to keep her safe. The 

HONEY 

Short story by Ria Lilley
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first time he kissed her he held his hand to her throat and she liked it, but one night 
it got tighter. Tell me you’re mine. I’m yours. 
When the sun rose she realised that she was tired of  being 
a beautiful thing, 
a sweet thing, 
any kind of
thing.

i want you why won’t you let me have you you led me in here why won’t you let 
me touch you touch me why not you know exactly what you’re doing no one 
else can have you im a feminist lets drink at mine yeah its cool 
babe when will you be ready im not like that get to 
work girl i’ll fuck you even if  
you say stop your 
face is just so                                                                                                                                               
                                                                         

beautiful.   
oh

honey.
havent you

heard? i am
no bodys baby
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Of  course, Gretel isn’t her real name. It comes from a fairytale, the book she reads 
to me before bedtime, on the nights when mama comes home late. In one of  the 
pictures, there’s a girl walking through a meadow with long, straw-like plaits hanging 
from her head. The first time I met Gretel (the real life one) I noticed she had very 
similar braids. The blonde part is “painted on”. She gets it specially done at her clos-
est friend’s salon. She wasn’t sure of  changing it right before her first date with the 
light boy, the day she only munched on a few crackers for breakfast because she was 
so nervous. I remember she doesn’t eat crackers. “You say they have no taste. You say 
that they’re too bland.” Gretel doesn’t blink. “Exactly. That’s what you gotta be with 
these light boys, if  you want them to take you seriously. Bland.” Whenever Gretel 
talks about “what you gotta be with these light boys”, I imagine her in the field from 
the fairytale, turning into a thin blade of  wheat. “But then, why did you get all that 
flashy yellow painted in the end?” Gretel winks at me. “Well, I’m not that much of  a 
bland girl, am I?”

For money, Gretel picks up paper wraps left on the floor. On the nights when she 
doesn’t stay over on the couch, she goes to another Tower, one much further away 
“from our kingdom”. When I asked her what that other Tower looks like, she said it’s 
a tall glass palace, where very important lords make very important decisions behind 
closed doors. The truth is, the lords can be as mischievous and as messy as goblins. 
Gretel is the only one who holds this secret. She has to turn into the fairy godmother 
to clean up after them, just before the sun can rise, so no one from the outside world 
could ever accuse the important lords of  acting unclean. 

One time she found a box full of  chocolate coins, all of  them wrapped in golden 
foil. She slipped a few in the pocket of  her striped blue coat, and placed them safely 
into her backpack. The next day for snack time, she offered me some. She cleans all 
alone in the palace, so no need to worry, no one is around to catch her taking all these 
things. Gretel can’t help but feel frustrated for the things left in the trashcan, especial-
ly when they’ve been untouched while they’re still perfectly fine. She says it can’t be 
called stealing, to take things no one has bothered to care for.

Today is her day of  the week to pick me up. With her high heel boots and her white 

AND SHE CHIRPS IN 
TECHNICOLOR

Short story by Isabelle Bollekens 
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thick coat, she bounces across the playground like an astronaut. In her hand there’s 
something new: a large plastic bottle. Inside the large plastic bottle, there are all these 
swirling colors, the same ones you can spot at the school fair in the summer, with the 
tie-dye T-shirts, the bubble foam tanks, and the pastel chalk drawings we sketch on 
the street. 

“Now, no telling your ‘ma anything about this.” She purses her lips, and puts the tips 
of  her two fingers together, moving the hot pink nails across her mouth, the same 
way she closes the zipper-lock bag in my lunchbox. “You know she doesn’t like you 
taking all this sugar. Just the other day she was complaining that I’m always putting 
too much crap in your body.” 

She waves the large plastic bottle across my face. “Cool, right? The more you sip it, 
the more flavors you find. It’s called the Unicorn Drink. See why I chose it? Uni-
corn?”

Of  course, Unicorn isn’t my real name. Gretel thought it would suit me well. It must 
come from mama’s story, the one with the man who built a boat. In that story, God 
orders the man to save every animal from a big flood that is about to engulf  the entire 
world. Mama believes that before she got into the country, God had chosen her: she 
was one of  the animals that was saved from being drowned. Mama likes to remind 
us of  how fortunate she was, how different we are from the people we sometimes see 
on the news, lying completely still on the beach, as if  the sea had vomited them out 
of  its belly. 

In mama’s story, when the flood arrived and the waves began to rise, the two unicorns 
were the only pair that missed the boat. Gretel thinks I must have been the unicorns’ 
orphan. “You don’t look like anyone I’ve seen before. You don’t have any of  your 
‘ma’s features: not her hair, not her eyes, not even her skin.” Gretel’s face disappears 
behind a cloud of  smoke. For half  a second, I suspect she’s giving me the stare, that 
same stare mama hates at parent-teacher meetings. 

But then, Gretel adds that mama’s words have some truth to them: that all three of  
us, mama, herself  and I, were lucky enough to reach the shore – whether the shore 
turned out to be safe, Gretel isn’t sure. Gretel doesn’t believe in God, but she does 
believe in luck.

At home we watch TV. Gretel loves those old movies in Technicolor that last forever, 
with no ad breaks, so your eyes start to water after a while, and you have to squint 
very hard to still read the subtitles. On the screen there’s a narrow street, crowded 
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with cows, monkeys and cars, and everyone is squeezing past each other to reach the 
market stalls. A merchant is standing next to a pile of  cages, all stacked up on top of  
each other. In every slot, an exotic bird has been locked up.

Gretel comes back from the kitchen, puts down a plate with two ice cream sticks on 
the side table next to me. She then steps out onto the balcony, taking with her the tiny 
bottle that spits out flames – the pet dragon that lights up her “ciggy”.

On the TV the birds are chirping. I look at their beaks sticking out of  the gaps be-
tween the iron bars. I think of  the housekeeper we met in the staircase a moment ago. 
She was complaining about the broken window, how it still hasn’t been fixed since the 
fight last year, when the men in suits invaded the wasteland.

“Gretel, why do you smoke? Mama says smoking is bad for your health. She says it 
can kill you. Even worse: it can make your lungs go black!”

Gretel laughs. She leans on the balcony rail, and looks up at the evening sky – a blue 
rag turned grey from all the dirt gathered throughout the day. “Of  all the things that 
are bad for my health?” She lets out a small scoff. “This isn’t what’s gonna kill me, 
Unicorn. There are far worse things out there than this little fag.” 

Gretel’s gaze wanders across the buildings in the distance. For a moment I worry she 
has lost herself  in the fields.

I point upwards. “Hey! Gretel! Look! Hansel is here!” 

Above the Towers, a crescent moon reveals itself. 

“Wow. You’re right. There he is! He’s out early this time!”

In the fairytale picture, at the end of  the story, there’s a boy in overalls walking with 
Gretel across the meadow. This is Hansel, Gretel’s brother. Real-life Gretel also has 
a brother. She Skypes with him right after she wakes up in the morning, right before 
he closes his eyes at night. Normally he is underground, discovering rocks that can 
be turned into precious stones. But he is not allowed to keep any of  the treasures he 
finds. Apparently, the very important lords also rule over his territory. 

Every end of  the month, Gretel sends him money. She wishes one day to see him 
carry a jewel as big as the moon. She questions whether she will ever receive one from 
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another man, if  the light boy decides not to sweep her off her feet after all. I wonder 
if  all the paper wraps Gretel picks up are like the pebbles Hansel leaves behind in the 
story: so both can find their way back home.

“But she’s right, your ‘ma. Protect your lungs, Unicorn. Mine might be resistant by 
now.” Between Gretel’s fingers, the cigarette fits perfectly, the key required to open a 
safety box. “But you? You still have a lot to learn.” 

On the living room table, between the cracked pieces of  chocolate, the vanilla ice 
cream melts, leaving a yellow-tinted puddle to flood the plate. 

“Protect your own voice. One day, that’s what’s really gonna save you.” 

On the TV screen, a dark bird exposes its breast, a beautiful layer of  emerald green; 
the vivid feathers shine through the obscurity of  the cage.

Of  course, these were not our real names.
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It felt like partially waking up from a deep sleep, unable to discern dreams from 
memories.

-

The seatbelt sign had turned off. People started to scurry about, gathering their 
possessions. Out the window, the soft snow reflected orange lights, illuminating 
the tarmac.
I got up slowly, still dazed, and, once the traffic receded, walked down the aisle. 
Familiar frigid air shot up from between the aircraft and the jet bridge.
It felt like home.

-

There’s something nearly satisfying about battling ice-plated sidewalks. Sher-
brooke street starts to get barer around here.

Two conversations, both with the person I’m now in love with, come to mind.
One took place over two years ago. It was winter. It must have been late; the 
street was dark— only illuminated by the yellow street lamps— and empty. We 
talked about federal politics, in some form. I wonder whether we organically 
delved into that topic, or if  we used its abstractness as a shield.

I can’t place the second, but I think it was warm. The concrete INRS building 
on the corner of  St Denis and Sherbrooke prompted a conversation about 
brutalism.

-

My fingers are frozen in my mismatched gloves. I need mittens.
My skin tingles as it thaws.
Nearby, one voice is clear while the other is drowned out by the sound of  boots 
stomping aboard.

DISCER NING DREAMS FROM       
MEMORIES

Prose by Athina Khalid
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The older busses forced you to sit next to people more. These do, too, but the 
older buses forced you to sit next to just one person. It was more intimate than 
sitting in an elongated row.
Years ago— I must have been fifteen or so— I sat next a boy reading. I don’t re-
member his face, I just remember that it was warm and sticky and the summer 
sun shone on the pages.

-

It was one of  the first days of  spring. We spent it picnicking at Parc Lafontaine.
The sun shone softly, but the trees and ground were still bare.
We walked up De La Roche, then along Mount Royal, and waited for the bus 
to come.
As the 11 carried us over the mountain, the sun descended, filling the bus with 
soft pink-red light. Somehow, in my memory, I see the light scattered on my 
own face—not hers.
That was almost two years ago, now. 

-

We walked through sheets of  falling show, down St Joseph, to Laurier metro. It 
wasn’t cold out— it never is when it snows so beautifully.
I don’t remember the ride from Laurier to Berri, but I do remember waiting for 
the metro at Berri, and feeling the joy of  the evening.

-

I dislike Azur trains.
They’re shiny and spotless and oddly futuristic.
They do not suit Montreal metro stations. They do not suit the city’s particular 
mild griminess. They do not suit my memories.

-

We trudged through snow down Courcelle.
The parking lot, the streps across the street, the blocks East and West, North 
and South, remind me of  a series of  summer nights that blur together.
Despite the fact that the warm air had no detectable intention of  cooling, an 
end of  sorts was nearing.
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It didn’t feel like a decisive end, and it didn’t turn out to be one. Instead, it 
turned out to be an extended moment of  unity before the start of  disintegra-
tion.

-

Fall was in full bloom the first time I came back. I walked up and down Pins 
below the mountain.
We walked up the mountain from Parc and Mont Royal, and climbed into a sea 
of  orange leaves and grey mist.
I walked across the mountain: first, up to the lookout, then through the ceme-
tery to Outremont.
I walked through Outremont streets, littered with orange-brown leaves.
I walked up St Urbain until I hit Bernard. I walked along the overpass to Rose-
mont metro and back. I sat on a bench on Parc and read as I waited.

-

I came back in time for the first snowfall.
We sat on the couch as snowflakes swirled around outside the window.

-

Being back superimposes memory and time.
The city is changing more than I thought— more than I let myself  believe. It’s 
disorienting.

-

It felt like partially waking up from a deep sleep, unable to discern dreams from 
memories.
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‘Two Southsides. And uh, keep them coming.” It’s our standard order. We relished 
at the familiarity of  the setting and the inside jokes as the gin doused our insides. 

But the bar had to close eventually. 

We promised we wouldn’t say anything. It was this embarrassingly intimate ex-
change, impulsive and comforting. It was right next to a half-abandoned construc-
tion in progress. Neon lights flickered while the receptionist checked our IDs three 
times over. Several couples checked in before us, handing over the 50 dollar bill 
with restrained hurriedness. The women usually hovered in the back, unsure of  
how to be less awkwardly uncomfortable. Her pants rode so high it was impossible 
to tell whether she was wearing a dress or a slightly elongated shirt. She smiled at 
me as she disappeared into the elevator portal to a world of  lust and sin. 

It wasn’t that it was unclean. More that you knew that beneath the white sheets 
and the spotless tiled floors that there was dried blood and semen lurking in the 
corner. As we awkwardly nodded to the other guest in the elevator, we inched into 
the corridor of  the second floor. A mixture of  strong alcoholic cleaning spray and 
damp carpet filled the air. Maid’s carts lined the hall with no maids to be seen. The 
thinness of  the walls was apparent from the loud over exaggerated shrieks of, who 
I’m sure was a lovely woman. I looked over to him and we chuckled at the lack of  
finesse in her fake reaction. Searching for 02-03 proved slightly more entertaining 
than one would have thought. As we poked our heads through the different direc-
tions, the myriad of  gasps and sighs came in waves. 

In the corner of  the hall, a door was left ajar. What little furniture that was there 
was thrown askew, showing the glue and bolts of  itself. The darkness drew us in. 
Rough sex or the scene of  a murder? It was impossible to tell. It definitely smelled 
like a carcass was hiding in there. 

Turning the corner and finding 02-03 was met with thrilled anxiety. Then came the 
waiting. I was quite tempted to just leave as he went to buy necessities. It would be 
so easy to get up and go. Abandon was the word that was going through my head. 

HOTEL 81 
Short story by Nikki Wong 
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But it would then just be a brutal ending to this adventure. It was all so misdirected, 
haphazard excitement tinged with sadness. 

Maybe it was the setting or maybe it was just the plain lack of  magnetism. I wasn’t 
drawn to him. There was just no heat. We’d been in similar situations a million 
times over. This boy was my best friend. There was plenty of  intimacy. His hands 
felt familiar and his touch was soft. But it was more reluctant adventurism that 
drove me to stay than heated anticipation. Curiosity and fatality in one moment of  
freedom. In a way I knew nothing would happen, or at least nothing interesting or 
climactic. It was the question that hung above us, would we continue to be as close 
after the grime and grit of  what we had done? We didn’t know how to advance. 
The neon lighting, the banging sound against the walls made no remedy for the 
contrived comfort we were seeking from each other. 

We tried. We failed. I read about these hotels where people just use the bedroom 
setting as a space to converse. The lost art of  conversation is taking on an under-
ground life. So we sat. Ironically I was huddled up against the wall while he was 
strewn across the bed. He might as well have had a drink and a cigar in his hand. 
Funny how one can be so comfortable with failing. 

It was a singular moment of  honest vulnerability. It was about loneliness. 

I was trying to relate these feelings, these washes of  emptiness, these moments of  
melancholy to someone else. We were trying to connect, to feel. I was trying to 
share. We just didn’t know how. 

It’s all over the place. Sex. It’s supposed to be the natural equivalent of  ecstasy, the 
thing that makes you feel whole. If  you’re doing nothing important with your life, 
at least you are having incredible sex. 

His go-to response was ‘interesting’. I knew it wasn’t a patronising comment but 
more just something to say to let me know that he understood. He seemed genu-
inely disconcerted when I told him about my friend loneliness. More that he was 
disappointed that I hadn’t opened up before. I guess he failed to see how ironic it 
was, that I should need to open up about feeling alone. 

In this great grand grotesque universe, you are but one. But this one— this you is, 
hopefully, only one. To others you are just unknown darkness. We all are. So how 
can you connect to someone when they are but unchartered territory? There are no 
maps or guides and compasses are useless here. And words. Oh words, are supposed 
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to be our lifelines. The ropes we throw to one another in the hopes of  keeping each 
other from floating off into the unknown actually have hooks in them. We sink them 
into others to make networks, to bind us in an attempt to not float alone. The price 
of  freedom is loneliness. Ropes become labels. Labels become boxes. And we are 
left being one-dimensional as a sacrifice for being grouped up like mindless sheep. 
How colourful cosmos become labelled sheep, I have no idea. How then do we 
build bridges from one universe to another with no brick or mortar, with no tools 
or any knowable ports? 

He nodded in recognition of  what I was describing or at least, trying to describe. 
Seeing the awkward disappointment in my downcast eyes, he drew closer and 
brought his lips to my forehead. For a second, I thought maybe this would be the 
bridge. It was over too quick for me to know. 

The phone rang. Time was up. 

That was it. 

He kissed me on the cheek and we parted. Just like that it was over.
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As the red dust settled,
A fox-flame feather formed on her finger
and the ecosystem rattled.
But foxfire lingered till soon,
the path from phalanx to ulna
Birthed the first wing.

Blaze waned to ember
As far as she could subdue,
But whenever she’d remember, 
Foxfire grew to overtake flesh,
coat bones and collide with the sun
she swallowed for renewal.

By the eve of  her 5th tail,
combustion completely consumed 
every appendage, left trails
in her marrow, turned muscle into costume. Ribcage grew frail under duress
as foxfire formed floods in her chest.

Then Cancer switched off the Moon.
And the nest was shaken,
washed away by the monsoon
the darkness awakened.
But she was protected 
by her feathered chainmail.

And on the morrow of  her 7th tail,
nothing in nature could negate
the scope and scale
of  her superlunary state;
For in her wake she leaves a trail
Of  consecrated ground.
And all genuflect before
the Dark Phoenix of  the Crown.

DARK PHOENIX OF THE CROWN

Poem by Maxine Sibihwana
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When you’re not the one the one having the abortion, you are keenly aware of  
it— almost embarrassingly so. As if  partaking in someone’s suffering without con-
tributing any pain is inherently unfair in some way. It’s dumb but emotions usually 
are and that’s how you’ll feel the night before when you forget about it and then 
remember and remember and forget again and the cycle repeats. Embarrassing. 

Honestly when standing face to face with an experience that manages to elicit such 
intense emotion from everyone shouldn’t you be freaking out a bit more? This 
lack of  engagement can in part be attributed to the fact that you aren’t having the 
abortion. The disconnect actually scares you. You don’t feel nervous or scared or 
worried or sick or like you’re going to forever be scarred by this experience. You’ll 
definitely remember it but is it only becoming a big deal because you’re forcing it to 
be a big deal because you feel like it should be a big deal? I wonder. 

I didn’t have the abortion though, so I shouldn’t really have an opinion on this.

You sit in a waiting room— (it’s really purple by the way. Not in a “that jumped out 
at me in the midst of  a traumatic experience” kind of  way but more that you joked 
about it being a conspiracy and that was probably your best attempt at lightening 
the mood. God does she regret bringing me? 

Did she regret bringing me instead of  him? Did she regret bringing me at all? Did 
she regret not going alone? She felt like he should be there and honestly this is not 
one of  those things you make suggestions about because you’re not having the 
abortion. So, listening sympathetically is the best way to go. You do your best.).

 You sit in a waiting room for almost five hours and read your book. You check 
Instagram and listen to music and eye up the other people. Do they think you’re the 
one having the abortion? Well they’re not going to pass judgement for obvious rea-
sons but still you are the youngest one there and why the fuck are you even thinking 
about this? You’re not having the abortion.

R leans against you then leans against the radiator then complains about her hands 

WHEN YOU’RE NOT THE ONE 
HAVING THE ABORTION

Short story by Philippa Metcalf 
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being too cold, so you try to warm them with yours and it gets unexpectedly awk-
ward in ways you haven’t felt since... since you can’t remember. Suddenly you won-
der if  she thinks you’re in love with her and that’s the dumbest thought ever be-
cause 1. You’re not and 2. you’ve been friends for years and 3. warming her hands 
is not a— come on. Nothing you have ever done is a— come on why are you even 
thinking this? 

Abortions are a strangely sexual experience. The whole experience is just one big 
reminder of  sex. When her name’s been called for the third time and she gets taken 
away for the procedure you read your book. You expressed do-not-think-about-
the-‘How Do Abortions Work’-video-you-looked-up because fuck no. You actually 
brought it up before and you’re so tactless you want to punch yourself. She’s in 
there right now having a vacuum cleaner nozzle pushed into her like the world’s 
worst dildo and you’re not actually think about it in that traumatic way you feel 
like you’re supposed to. Is there something wrong with you? But you’re not the one 
having the abortion. 

The room is full of  couples and you realise you’re one of  the only friends who’s 
there for the actual procedure and wow. Is that weird? You feel proud she thought 
of  you to share this moment with and then deflate remembering how she talked 
about her boyfriend and he’s such a fuckwit and pulling out it is not a real contra-
ceptive method—  honestly only twelve-year olds who just started watching porn 
think it is and for someone so smart you’d think she’d know that. 

Lesson number 1: if  your boyfriend doesn’t want to wear a condom he doesn’t de-
serve to have sex with you. But of  course, all of  that is a lot easier to say from my 
safe bystander perspective. I’m not the one in my first relationship; eager to please 
and trying so hard to make it work. Lesson number 2: if  he breaks up with you 
because you’re pregnant and then gets back together with you after the abortion 
he’s a shitty guy. And this is less easy for me to rationalise because when we’re on 
the phone a few weeks later and she tells me they’re getting back together all I can 
think is What. The. Actual. Fuck. They still have sex after and they still do it with-
out a condom because now she’s on birth control and honestly again What. The. 
Actual. Fuck. 

When he went on holiday to Italy he brought her back pasta as a present. She’s 
allergic to gluten. 

I hate everything about this situation because I’ve been best friends with this girl 
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since we both loved Abercrombie hoodies and wore jeggings. She’s a time capsule 
of  all my best memories growing up. And this boy is ruining her. It fucks me up too 
because in saying that, I’m denying her autonomy which is dumb because she is 
allowed to make her own dumb decisions. I just want to think better of  her, think 
that she’d never do anything so stupid. I want to blame him so badly and it is mostly 
his fault. But it’s not just his fault. 
Maybe it’s not all about the abortion. Maybe it’s about the level of  control he has 
over her and the level of  control she lets him have. Maybe it’s about her self-esteem. 
Maybe it’s about the fact that all those pretty feminist captions make something 
seem so easy when it’s actually terrifying to be faced with it. 

O went to a park one night with a guy. He kept asking her to go back to his place for 
sex. He kept asking. He kept asking. She kept saying no. He kept asking. He asked 
if  she was a virgin. If  that was why she was so reluctant. She said she wanted some-
thing serious. He told her he really liked her, he was going to ask her out anyway.

She went back with him. 

She didn’t want to have sex. She had to tell him that so many times before he 
finally took his hands off her. When she asked me what I thought I flipped out. 
What did I think? Is it even possible to have multiple opinions on this? Who the hell 
didn’t think he was a fucking dickwad. He never asked her out. Not that that really 
mattered. What about that phrase; ‘no doesn’t mean convince me’. On Instagram 
captions and badges and signs at the woman’s march? This was textbook. This was 
exactly what shouldn’t happen. I felt like the last angry person on Earth. She was 
resigned and kind of  quiet. Whatever. He was nice afterwards. 

I think I could be the last angry person on Earth. 

Pregnancy defines women. It defines our lives in a lot of  ways. Freezing our eggs. 
IVF. Surrogacy. Pregnancy is natural moral law. I don’t think I want kids but some-
times when I’m out and I see them in strollers or high chairs I feel this… tug on my 
uterus and all I want is to hold something that small, that delicate, that needy for 
me. The room in the clinic was big and had little sectioned off areas created using 
curtains. Each section had a bed and each bed had a woman. In the same room. All 
of  them were in the same room. 
The waiting room was full too. People were coming in all day. We had to take an 
Uber an hour into South London. And the clinic wasn’t big. And the nurse that 
filled out her form after the procedure made this comment about how she shouldn’t 
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be naughty anymore. And what. What. Was the sex naughty? Was the lack of  con-
dom naughty? Would it be less naughty if  the condom broke? If  she was older? If  
she was married? 

Fuck that, think of  something else to say to my best friend when she’s just under-
gone this painful invasive procedure and is doped up on local anaesthetic.

When you’re not the one having the abortion you’re still there. You’re still there in 
the room and the fact that you’re not the one having the abortion makes you feel a 
little less qualified to be there. But you’re still there and the abortion still happens 
and afterwards you’re still there. The bundle of  cells that might have become a 
baby isn’t, but you still are. And she was pregnant. She could have had a baby. 
My best friend could have grown a human life inside of  her. That blows my mind 
because she’s just like me and sometimes I wonder if  I could ever actually do that. 

-

We all share so many experiences. So many similar experiences that turn into funny 
anecdotes. The boy from the park is like so many other things that we all share. We 
all have our boy in the park or the club or the bar or the street or the party or or 
or or or. That’s pretty shitty when it comes to shared history. Are all shared female 
experiences rooted in pain? Pregnancy, catcalling, periods. 

Yet somehow this didn’t stop us from drifting apart a few months later despite of  or 
maybe because of  that whole experience. 

And J’s mother was the same age as R when she had her abortion. They were both 
seventeen, separated by thirty years and an ocean. But they were the same terri-
fied schoolgirl lying to their parents and sneaking into the clinic with a friend. If  
pregnancy is the thing that defines womanhood. If  being a mother bleeds into that. 
If  a woman’s identity lies in her children, then a woman’s identity lies in her deci-
sion to not have children. By terminating a pregnancy what are you saying about 
rejecting that quintessential part of  you. What is it about raising kids that swallows 
you whole? Maybe you pour too much of  yourself  into them to craft them. Maybe 
there’s nothing you can do either way without being selfish. Maybe having kids is a 
zero-sum game when you’re seventeen. 

J’s mother grew up in an orthodox Jewish community. She didn’t know that there 
were religions other than Judaism until she was sixteen. She went from her Jewish 
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school where she took half  her classes in Hebrew to her Jewish household in her 
Jewish neighbourhood to her Jewish summer camp where she met her first boy-
friend. He told her that if  he didn’t stick it in all the way it didn’t count, and she 
wouldn’t get pregnant. 

R learnt the same sex-ed I did, condoms and the pill and STDs. We learnt all the 
particulars from the internet which can be a great or terrible place for sex-ed, de-
pending on what corner you stumble into. 

J’s mother never told her family. The way the system worked in Canada at the time 
was that the abortion would be free, but you needed to pay for it then be reim-
bursed. If  you didn’t have the money you had to apply for a loan and that would 
take time. Time is of  the essence when every week counts towards sentience. She 
borrowed the money from her Aunt, who was the only person she told. Her Aunt 
used to run an illegal abortion clinic in the fifties. She got it. After the procedure 
they took you to the “relaxation room”. In the room you sat with the other women 
who had their procedures done that day and tried to relax. J’s mother described it 
as one of  the weirdest hours of  her life. One of  the women in the room was on her 
fifth abortion of  the year. She owned a nail salon. I doubt anyone else talked that 
much.

Ten minutes after the procedure was the debrief  then you left. All in all, twenty 
minutes after she was no longer pregnant, we left. I’m sure that if  she had told them 
she needed time they would have let her stay. You weren’t kicked out in those terms, 
but it was so busy and there weren’t really enough nurses to have one coddle you. 
After all she had her friend. She wasn’t alone. Yet when we held hands in the Uber 
on the way back to her house I felt the abyss between us grow deeper and deeper as 
I scrambled to find the right things to say. It felt diminutive to gossip. Tactless to talk 
about it unless she brought it up. I felt so fucking annoying, but I needed to fill the 
silence. I couldn’t let that awful gap grow and grow and contort but I think I made 
it worse. I overthought that conversation in too many ways. And I made it all about 
me because I didn’t want to talk about her. 

There was a man outside the clinic with a cross and I actually didn’t know why 
he was there until we were in the taxi and she mentioned the “crazy religious pro-
tester”. My first thought was how did he even find the place? It’s in the middle of  
nowhere in this residential neighbourhood and there’s no sign that says, “abortions 
done here” and honestly it was raining too. Who could be bothered?

R hasn’t told her family and I don’t think she ever will. Not even her brother. 
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It was different for J’s mother back in the eighties. She was anti-abortion. She 
thought it was a sin and the women that went through with it were whores who had 
put themselves in that position. Then it was her. I can never understand what it was 
like to be her; so completely alone. Feeling like she was betraying her religion. Her 
family. Her community. Her God. Feeling her entire belief  system slip because it’s 
always the crack in the door that lets in the flood. Maybe that’s natural at seventeen 
to begin with. Maybe at seventeen it’s not unusual to change. Maybe this was just 
the catalyst to the natural process of  transitioning from childhood into adulthood. 
Letting go of  your parent’s views. Deciding who you actually are. But it’s not as 
though she had much choice. Maybe things could have been different. If  she knew 
what a condom was. If  her boyfriend was more responsible. If  her family was less 
religious. If  she was born during the internet era. 

R didn’t deal with any kind of  moral quandary. She never even had a fleeting 
thought of  going through with the pregnancy. She knew immediately. The mental 
turmoil was different - it was cantered around her fuckwit boyfriend and fear of  
the pain. Fear of  the pain and of  her parents finding out. But there was no shame.

Maybe the world has moved on. If  she didn’t feel shame. If  her world wasn’t turned 
upside down, then maybe it says something about her freedom. Maybe things are 
getting better. Maybe you can decide what to do with your own body without the 
rest of  the world peering in. 

And if  a seventeen-year-old girl is no longer told that she can’t decide not to have 
the baby then that’s progress. You would judge her equally if  she decided to have it. 
Pregnant too young. Damned if  you do or don’t. 

R is fine. She’s fine now. And this experience is something she’ll share with J’s 
mother even though they’ve never met. It’s something she’ll share with thousands 
of  women around the world. No one wants an abortion, it’s a choice you have to 
make. With two equally difficult outcomes. Not to be made lightly and not to be 
shamed on either side. 

-

Then again. What can I say? I wasn’t the one having the abortion. 
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Nani clutches Mama’s shoulders as she crumbles into her neck. Mama’s eyes are 
squeezed shut as she holds Nani up. I don’t know what has happened but I know 
they are in pain. I have never seen Mama cry like this. Papa stands in the door-
way with a look in his eyes that I do not recognise or understand. No one sees me 
watching. 

He died when I was three. I do remember a time in my life when he was alive but he 
seems to have faded from whatever little memory I have of  it. It’s like he was never 
here. His face is fuzzy in my mind; its contours malleable, changed by every picture 
of  him I see. I don’t see many pictures of  him. 

It’s one of  those days. We’re not doing any work and watch old home videos and 
crouch around photo albums. It’s always a Sunday but we never plan for them. I’m 
lying on my stomach on MamaPapa’s bed, thumbing through an old album from 
when I was much younger than my brother is now. 

Nani is wearing a white salwar-kameez and Nanu’s tie matches her red dupatta. I 
keep coming back to these pages. Six rectangles hold the only six pictures of  him 
that show change and movement. I see his mouth stretch into a smile as he looks 
down at me, open into a laugh as he throws me into the sky. I can see the corners 
of  his eyes crinkle as he beams at the camera. The entire spread is from the same 
day; I don’t remember it.

I stare and I stare and I stare and then squeeze my eyes shut. I try to see him moving 
from one frame to the other fluidly. I want to see how his face morphed from one 
expression to the other. I want to know the specificity of  his walk. I want to hear 
him laugh. I want to see his chest move in and out. 

I glance back at Mama. She and Dishaan are laughing at a picture of  him in the 
bath. 

He doesn’t usually come up in conversation, but when he does, my mother’s eyes 
change. It’s like he is in the room with us and I’m the only one who can’t see him. 

HEALING 
Short story by Meher Pandey
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I know he was a poet, published an anthology. I know he was a professor of  Litera-
ture at the University in the city. I know he didn’t like rice. I know he loved the fam-
ily dog. I know him only through repeated anecdotes and other people’s memories. 

We’re in the car again. We’ve done this on too many weekends. From home to 
Delhi and then back. Ma and Papa are telling stories from when they were young 
and lived in the capital. The same stories triggered by the same places we pass each 
time. A chai-stand is a story about their second date. Connought Place is a story 
about how Papa used to come see Ma in her first apartment. A Chinese restaurant 
in Anand Vihar is where Papa was first introduced to Nanu. Ma and Papa are an-
imated and interrupt each other, still amused by how nervous Papa had been that 
day. Ma laughs softly and bites her lip. Her eyes follow the red-painted restaurant, 
stay with it till her neck can’t twist further back. Papa glances at her but continues 
the story with practiced sensitivity. We’ve been through this enough times to know 
what’s to come. Ma cannot talk about Nanu without breaking down. Though she 
makes it further and further into the story each time before crying, Papa is always 
there to finish it. 

I miss him for her. I miss him for what he meant to her, what he could have meant 
to me. I miss him for everything I cannot miss, everything I can never know. 

But don’t ask about him enough. 

I don’t think about him enough. 

We’re sitting around the dining table. It’s late in the evening and Papa is making us 
an early dinner. I bring up ‘Train to Pakistan’. It’s what I’ve been reading lately and 
I want to talk about it. Ma, more casually than she probably intended, says, “Did 
you know Nanu was on the trains?” 

Did I know Nanu was on the trains. Did I know he was on the trains. 

Him in a beige suit, him laughing, him holding me in his arms, him smiling down 
at Nani. That was all I had seen. In a desperate attempt to understand, my mind 
immediately changes the backdrop of  the picture I remember. His crimson tie now 
matches the blood soaked carriages that flash in his nightmares. Blood is every-
where, it rises and rises, becomes a tsunami. His beige suit is stained with red, 
matches his tie, matches my dread. 

Her face crumbles, and Papa’s hand comes up to her shoulder. It always does. 
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“His older brother became schizophrenic, he never saw the world the same way 
again.” 

I saw Nanu’s face again. I barely remember his face as an old man, and haven’t 
ever seen a picture of  him young, but I saw his face as a child, perfectly formed. I 
saw his terror. 

Bearded men, whose roars could crack skulls, tear doors down. They hold spears 
and torches like new limbs that don’t fit perfectly. Clumsy but terrifying, they are 
cyclones tearing through the corridor. I see Nanu duck behind a wall, his heart 
beating like a frightful drum. His mother runs out of  the kitchen, grabs him and 
his brother by the arms. She pulls them back towards the staircase, clutches them 
to her breast. Her love has morphed into something it never had to be before. It is 
violent and desperate but cannot reach her daughter in time. They laugh manically 
as they pull his sister’s hair. They have not seen the rest of  her children yet, they do 
not know yet. 

His mother made a choice that day that she has relived every day since. 

Lying flat on the roof  of  a neighbour’s house, he can look only at the way the blood 
seeps down the river bank, stains the grass he played gully-danda on. He looks to his 
right, his brother stares directly at the violence Nanu only hears. Screams of  pain 
and the loss of  sanity echo in the emptiness of  his brother’s eyes. Red diffuses into 
the Chenab till it matches his tie, matches my dread. 

That was the first time I cried for him. 

He is perched on a window sill. Hills and valleys and pastures rush by. The carriage 
is packed with people; the tang of  body odour and the sharpness of  blood has be-
come a constant. Burning houses and bloody rivers, other lives changed forever, are 
left behind. The wind whips at his muddy face, making his eyes water.

Someone further ahead shouts; the panic in his voice is palpable. The soldiers ac-
companying them tense and reach for their rifles. They’ve seen a line of  bullock 
carts along the track. They are going in the opposite direction; they are going to 
Pakistan. Nanu looks back at his mother, her arms tighten around her oldest son. 
The train does not stop. Everyone holds their breath as the train rushes past three 
carts piled high with clothes and food and books and toys. His eyes follow the 
small, tired-seeming silhouette of  a young girl hunching on a box. She clutches her 
father’s hand. She is terrified but does not look up at the train. The moment passes 
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and they move on. Everyone on the carriage breathes again.

Days pass before they arrive in Calcutta. People have set up tents just outside the 
station. Everything anyone owns is piled in a corner they now call theirs. 

He shoulders the sack of  things they brought and steps out onto the platform. 

His knees buckle under the weight. 

His mother and brother rush forward and wrap themselves around him.  

The numbness I’ve felt, the numbness we’ve shared, is melting. The rawness is 
exhausting but needed. I hope I can soon remember him without the guilt of  for-
getting. Though I lost him, and the people who could hold on longer than I could 
will be gone soon (as will I), our shared loves live. I did not know him but I could 
have loved him. I do love him. I did not know them but I hurt with them and theirs. 

As long as we know and feel the pain of  our people, we are held upright. As long as 
we bleed collectively, we are healing. 
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In Ghana, Chale means friend.
It is the familiar drawn out in ‘Akwaaba’
The stories marinated in vitamin D, 
Spiced heavily with broken English, 
And served with acquainted animation.

In Ghana, Chale is the waakye and plantain 
It is the fufu and light soup 
The one man thousand and fried yam

Dear girl, show me your Chale
Have you placed its worn-out leather beside the faux of  Queen Elizabeth’s red? 
Do you drag the shackles of  what it once was to remind yourself  the burdens of  
gold? 

Because my child, your Chale dances in the intersections of  your shared histo-
ries, 
It exploits the manichean in tone and sound,
It meanders across the straight lines between civilised and savage, 
Makes uncomfortable the narms of  the black stars,
The same Chale speaks of  freedom and justice. 

And if  you ask me where I’ve been? 

My Chale will recount epic tales of  arms and the man - 
Histories, personal and shared
Of  Ashanti warriors and the river Volta 

And if  you ask me where I’ve been? 

My Chale will tell you where I’m going 

CHALE

Poem by Eileen Gbagbo
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It will speak of  Kofi Annan
It will hashtag the movement to split the black man’s image from the white 
man’s artefact. 

Because in Ghana, Chale means friend
And friend is the home of  the sun and moon in harmony
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Where are we? Every time I talk to you it feels like this scene could be one from 
either decades ago or moments. It’s the same story, the same dichotomy, the 
same balance of  push and pull, the roles almost always the same, the background 
ever-changing. 

This time, its moving-in day. My first time being away from home, the first time 
when I won’t wake up to Lani’s leg draped over mine. The bedsheet tugged off 
the mattress leaving my arm to rub onto the bare surface. Today I wake up and 
don’t know where I am. Only feel that it’s not home; the air feels lighter; doesn’t 
have the heaviness of  heat tugging it down like curtain shutters. The people I 
pass in the corridors smell like laundry and skin, as if  there is nothing to hold 
onto. I seem to be a curator of  smells, holding the stench of  the enclosed cafete-
ria, the under-grime of  the bus, the dried-up sweat from the walk to orientation 
activities and back. All alone. 

I wake up from a nap to your hair draped over the end of  your bed. That and 
your legs rested up on the wall, your toenails are painted a sickly grey. You’re 
whistling a tune that sounds familiar but far away, something tucked into a place 
that I can see but can’t distinguish from real or imagined. Your half-chuckle, 
your phone precariously balanced on your nose while you side-eye me standing 
up from bed. 

“Hi. Are you—”

“Constantina, your new roommate. We chatted on Messenger but tbh I hate 
internet friendships. I once really connected with this guy on FB until I realized 
that all the photos he was sending me were of  his model brother. And guess 
what— his brother was adopted. I was expecting some ripped, dark-chocolate 
skinned guy, you know? Instead, all I got was some nerdy, under-formed newt 
who looked like his clothes smelt damp.” 

I can’t get a word in, it feels like you are trying to catch up on lost words. I try to 
edge my way in, try to introduce myself  

A VOID HISTORY

Short story by Alma Simba
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“I’m Thatiwa. I’m from Joburg” cocking my head, half-expecting you to ask the 
standard “oh— where is that?” or say “ah, thaateerwah that’s so hard to pro-
nounce wow.”
Instead your eyes open up, you scream “OH MY GOD, NO WAY, I AM FROM 
JOBURG. MY PARENTS GREW UP THERE AND MOVED HERE 
WHEN I WAS LIKE 8.” 

Is this the curse of  studying history? Of  being able to map out where parents, 
grandparents were, what era they lived in? 

A conversation I had with Tende springs into memory, those long bus rides be-
tween Mbabane and Joburg. Moments of  liminality reminding us of  how tempo-
rary things can feel, how friendships can be formed on bus rides then forgotten 
when back in our normal settings. 

Tende said to me when we were somewhere in-between, maybe Rustenburg, 
“You know my grandparents died in the war, fighting in Angola— to this day my 
mum recites parts of  the Communist Manifesto, you know that part about all of  
history being of  class struggle?” 

I nodded even though I had no idea what Tende meant. Just knew that when he 
spoke about his mum his eyebrows would suddenly get really animated. They re-
minded me of  shongololos, with their metallic black shells and tiny red brushes, 
slithering around in the mud after raining. So, I nod, yes. 

“Yeah, well it calms her down, yeah? The other day, over term-break, we went 
to the grocery store and this woman cuts in front of  us at the till. It was my 
grandparent’s death anniversary and there was horrible traffic, so we had to be 
on time. This, this woman, cuts in front and is on the phone complaining about 
how SA is so corrupt, how her driver told her that the parking ticket cost 50 rand 
when in fact she went just yesterday and realized it was only 5. Ending the call by 
saying ‘these bloody people, don’t they know how to not steal?’ 

“Oh, that’s awful, T,” I say, paying attention to the sides of  your eyes reflecting 
watery tears.  

“Well, my mother, as I said, recited the manifesto to stay calm. But she was 
shaking, I could feel it. We got in the car and she burst into tears, cried that my 
grandparents died fighting for liberation for people who look like us, only for us 
to be stuck in a never-ending cycle of  being the shit at the end of  the toilet brush. 
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She whispered, thinking I couldn’t hear, ‘Nkosi, whatever we have done as black 
people, forgive us.’  I can’t get that day out of  my head, Thati. That’s why I want 
to study history, to understand what we did wrong, to map it all out even if  it has 
to be charted just so that we can rip it and start again.” 

Tende didn’t know it, but that day stuck with me. History began to manifest it-
self  in my mind as a map and whenever I met people, they began with question 
marks over the head until I was able to pinpoint them— register them so that I 
knew if  my held breath could give way or if  I needed to stick ‘danger’ in red on 
their foreheads. 

-

Constantina, urged me after 10 minutes (because I was “the dopest girl ever”) to 
call her Tina. 

She tells me her last name is Beers. I think of  Tende and his history map. Ask her 
where her parents grew up. 

What 

“Well, Takalaney, can I just call you T? It sounds much cooler. My parents grew 
up in Hillbrow which tbh, they really wanted to visit last year but you know that 
right now South Africa is just quite a shit-show. I mean, you probably know this 
better than me, but Zuma is just messing up the country. South Africa is such 
an amazing country with the loveliest people, the best resources but the worst 
government. I just don’t understand it?” 

When Tina talks she leans into you to make you think that what she has to say is 
to be held underneath your tongue, when in reality there were countless nights 
after that, when all I thought of  while she was talking was of  snow falling into 
the sea. A flurry of  potentially meaningful sentiments melting into an expanse of  
never-ending seaweed gunk and fish waste. 

“Yeah, so my parents, well my mum is actually British, which is how I got to pay 
home fees because she has that ancestral heritage, whatever you call it.” 

She rolls her eyes a lot while she speaks, also pulls at her hair which has been 
cut into an Amelie-looking crop. Something that is faux-intellectual and dyed a 
ridiculous orange, making her look like she has a Sainsbury’s bag wrapped over 
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her real hair. 

“My dad is half-Greek but was born and is from Bloem. He has always been a 
free spirit, ya’know, those hippy kinds of  characters. Talks a lot about the gold-
en days whatever bullshit that was when there wasn’t any smartphones or good 
things like Kanye West music or fuckin’ I don’t, I don’t know, fuckin’ Snapchat 
or whatever” 
 it lurks, in those moments of  unsaid realities. When tina doesn’t mention that 
she didn’t see a black person until she was 6, unless you count Busi, who lived in 
the small cement building next to the dog shed outside their house. Busi who was 
always awake and dressed when Tina wandered into the kitchen with pyjamas 
asking what was for breakfast. Tina doesn’t mention that her grandfather was 
a poor baker, took the first opportunity to get out, to get out and make himself  
somewhere else. Found that joburg was a place of  regeneration, that everything 
was so cheap, everything was so clean compared to Salonica, that the South Af-
ricans although brutish and somewhat primitive had something good going on, 
something that couldn’t be appreciated in the light but made the city churn and 
buzz at night. 

She doesn’t mention that her dad has a small tattoo on his top right shoulder 
blade, that it says AWB, that it shines perversely in the sun when they go for a 
drive, that he sometimes hums songs with the word ‘kaffir’ when he is doing ar-
bitrary tasks, it slips out like a burp when he washes the car or does the numbers 
at the desk late at night. Tina doesn’t mention the time her mum spat at the feet 
of  that beggar woman outside Neighborgoods, whispering to the sky ‘haven’t we 
given you people everything, you wanted your fucken freedom and look where 
that got you? Look where it’s got all of  us?’ 

“Ah T, man who cares about our parents this is us. If  you’re missing home, I’ve 
got some Oros in my suitcase somewhere probably hidden under all my fucking 
packets of  Tennis biscuits, joh, I fucking love those things. If  it wasn’t for me be-
ing scared I’d look like Precious, I would finish about a hundred or maybe even 
two in one hour, I swear to God.”

Spit is forming in small bubbles around your mouth, your breath smells like stale 
cheese and unwashed. You can’t stop—

“Ok, I’ve got this friend right. I mean I only met him yesterday, only met him 
when I went to the shop to get some brufen for this awful headache I had, it must 
be the water or something. I went to the shop, or you call it a spaza right?” 
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Your eyes widen up in question, I take a step back, you take one forward, rest 
your hands-on top of  your head. Your bun moving slightly out of  place from the 
impact.
“So, I go into this spaza yesterday and this guy comes up to me and oh my word 
he is so hot.”

You lick your lips, bite the piece of  dry skin that has been bothering me since you 
shoved your face into mine. 
“This guy invites me to his party, says that it’s a group of  him and his friends 
going to a party south of  the river which is the cool part right and that the party 
is a Kanye West themed thing. I fuckin love Yeezy! Don’t you just love it? Wasn’t 
My Beautiful Dark Twisted whatever just a masterpiece?” 

I try and turn around and start unpacking my bags, crouch to the floor to pick 
up something that’s not there. You come and move my books off my chair, sit on 
it with your feet on the end of  my bed. 

“Yeah, I thought that College Dropout was better anyways”, you say while look-
ing at me intently, gauging my reaction; ready to say that Yeezus was revolution-
ary if  I so much as look away. 

It’s been so lonely the past few days, it snowed on Monday and I didn’t have 
anyone to share it with. Yesterday, I stared at the ceiling for half  an hour, the 
loneliness sinking into my bones, holding onto the ligaments, whispering we ha-
ven’t even begun yet. 

I need a friend.

“Oh, yeah sure Tina, but really Kanye West has given way to so many cool art-
ists,” I grab my phone which is by your feet, pull up next to you and show you a 
new music video. 

You murmur in appreciation, grip my shoulder when a good part comes and 
whisper while looking me in the eye, “shit, man that is that is a frickin lit beat!” 
Your words hold onto the top of  your tongue when you’re excited, I can smell 
whatever perfume you use, thin and musky, leaving enough space for the smell of  
your skin to push through. 

Inside me, something warms up, tells me that what we are doing is revolution-
ary, maybe we’ve broken something, maybe we’ve crossed out a history none of  
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us wanted to be subject to, maybe we’ve made something new something that 
doesn’t care for the intimacies of  skin. 

-

On the way to the club, it starts pulling me down like a wet towel. The feeling 
of  isolation, the weight of  my thoughts of  do I look okay— why should I even 
look okay— what does it mean to look okay— why do I even care— what does 
it matter— what does it matter when it’s just skin and hair and stitched pieces of  
fabric. You hug me as if  you’ve heard what I am thinking, slip an earphone into 
my left ear, tuck a stray lock behind my ear, your hands are cold. The song ends, 
and you play it again, we listen to it until we get to the door, get to the queue. 

“I just need to pee really quickly, T,” you whisper as you half-hop to the toilets on 
the side of  the building. I’m holding your coat, looking at the starless sky waiting 
for you to come back. Now that the beers have kicked in, maybe I’ll hold your 
hand before the bouncer asks us for ID, maybe I should be more spontaneous, 
maybe I’ll dance like how I imagine you would dance, hair whipping around 
like a fan turning off when the electricity cuts— starting fast and then sensually 
slowing down. Maybe you bite your tongue and step from side to side, a mere 
moment off-beat. Maybe I’ll be able to be wanted tonight/to want—

I hear your voice behind me, you’re sharing a cigarette with two boys who are 
dressed for a P-Diddy video. Du-rags, all black, leather jacket and some tiny 
shades. You’re showing them the song I played for you in the room grinning out 
of  breath with pride.

“Dude, I have seriously loved these guys since they released their first album like 
3 years ago. They were seriously underground,” you say to them, the side of  your 
face is illuminated, the other is half  buried into the shoulder of  one of  the guys; 
he has a small hoop earring which I can tell you’re looking at. Biting that piece 
of  skin on your lip which tears off only to re-emerge. 

I can’t say anything, imagine that if  I do you’ll tell me to stop being silly— that 
music isn’t owned by anyone. Focus on my agenda, I tell myself: feeling wanted, 
feeling free, not carrying the weight of  skin on my eyelids, ignoring the burn-
ing sensation of  being watched of  not looking cool enough maybe not even me 
enough, not dark or light enough or thick or slim enough or chic or grunge chic 
of  maybe being nothing.
Inside the club, the DJ is playing New Slaves, you catch up with me; looping your 
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arm in mine saying how cool those guys were, smiling your words “T, man, one 
of  them is a rapper and showed me his Instagram page he’s got kak followers, like 
basically 12k! He asked if  we could hang out tomorrow, I gave him my number.” 
I try and focus on anything else that’s not your face, my eyes land on a guy in a 
shirt that has Kanye on it, a crown of  thorns on his head. When the word comes, 
the guy screams it, pulling in his two mates into each other. Seeing me look at 
him, he winks. Looks me up and down, raises his eyebrows. “C’mon T, let’s go 
and get drinks! Let’s toast our new friendship with shots!” 

I can feel the spit of  your words land onto my earlobe, you pull me to the bar. 
The barman has a Mohawk, and skin so dark, in the changing lights I can’t tell 
his nose from his mouth, only an ongoing forehead dotted by two eye-whites and 
gleaming teeth as he asks, “What can I get you?” 

She whispers into the bartender’s ear even though the music isn’t loud anymore; 
laughs smokily into his face, places her index finger on her temple. While the 
whites of  his eyes halve, he looks at her mouth, telling her that if  she wants they 
can swap numbers and he can text her later maybe—

She’s now dancing in the back of  the room, there is an empty table with a few 
glasses left on it. She’s drunk, she’s shouting the lyrics to Touch the Sky, raising 
her hands into a Rocnation diamond and pulling stank faces while staring down 
at me. “Fucking hell T, you have the best music, the best roommate and you’re no 
fun! Dance!” Her trainers kick a glass over which I catch but it spills on my jeans; 
sticky and thick-smelling. Tina doesn’t notice, P-Diddy is back, she jumps down 
and grabs his shoulders, “Hey, so I wanted to know if  I’m the 12th thousand fol-
lower or if  that title already went to someone else?” She’s shouting into his chin 
while he looks down at her. Pulls him away to the corner of  the room leaves her 
coat sitting in a pool of  melted ice from her cocktail (she ended up getting a gin 
and tonic, complained immediately that it tasted like bleach and only ordered it 
to look older than 18 and a half; then finished my vodka-lemonade).  

I’m in a booth on my own, drawing circles in the stained wood. Wondering if  it 
will always be like this, wondering if  what I charted as the past and what hap-
pened after will ever be judged, if  I’m part of  the problem, of  another problem. 
If  perhaps a worse result than everything meaning everything in the end is if  
nothing means nothing. It all going unjudged; what we do to others and to our-
selves burning out; a cigarette thrown to the ground in the rain; wetting out for 
no one to see. 
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the vicious curse of  disadvantage,
consumes and defines my being.
the roar of  the Bengal tigress
is suppressed to a whimper.
it will be echoed through my sister
and my daughter
and those that follow.
through no fault of  your own,
you will have to be twice as good
for half  the reward.

SERVITUDE
Poem by Mahfara Ahmed 
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Teni pushes the trolley down the aisle at the supermarket. 

Her mother walks slowly, just behind her. She’d finished work not too long ago 
and was running on four hours sleep. In seven hours she needed to leave for job 
number two.  

Teni does not look where she is going and the forty something looking mother of  
two she hits spits threats. 

Her mother is not fast enough to prevent the damage.

“Mummy” Teni asks, tears falling “What’s a—?” she struggles to pronounce the 
word. 
“You’re too young to understand”

“But the lady—”

“The lady was mean” her mother responds, firmly, abruptly. She wipes Teni’s 
tears with the back of  her hand and pushes the trolley instead. 

The cereal section soon appears and Teni sprints down it, looking for the Nido. 
They find it several rows later in the ‘foreign food’ aisle. 

“Mummy,” Teni begins “Why isn’t the Nido with the other milks?”

“I’ll explain when we get home.”

They enter the dessert section and Teni negotiates getting three types of  dessert. 
To their left stand a family, the dad is tickling his daughter and teasing her for 
liking chocolate ice cream the best. 

“Mummy, why doesn’t Daddy ever go shopping with us?”

ODE TO BLACK MOTHERHOOD
Short story by Esohe Uwadiae
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Her mother pauses. “Are you saying you don’t like shopping with me? And here 
I thought I was your best friend.”

“No mummy, you are!” her mother bends and tickles her. Teni gets two more 
desserts. 

Her mother takes her hand and leads her to the checkout point. When they get 
home, her mother orders pizza and Teni gets cheesy garlic bread and chicken 
wings too. Her mother promises to take her to the theme park on her next day 
off. Her father takes three slices of  pizza and tells them not to waste money on 
things like takeout. 
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Nearly all of  the elements on earth
were created in the hearts of  stars.
There is iron in your blood
calcium in your bones
oxygen in your lungs
all of  it stardust.
You weren’t born in a star, you were pushed out
into the universe by your mother,
covered in blood
kicking with all the strength in your baby bones
screaming your lungs out
but you’ve always thought that she was a star so maybe
there was some sort of  supernova where you began
just like everything else—
with a bang.
Some of  the stars you see at night are already dead,
scattered stardust.
You weren’t born in a star and you certainly won’t die like one
(or maybe you will – only one of  billions fading unnoticed—
with a whimper)
but your stardust will scatter too, everywhere
planets and stars and humans begin.

COMPOSITION OF THE 
HUMAN BODY

Poem by Regina Legarte 
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